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A singularly relevant application of organizational leadership to the home and familyIn this
unique and groundbreaking book, business consultant and New York Times best-selling author
Patrick Lencioni sets his sights on the most important organization in our lives—the family.As a
husband and as the father of four young boys, Lencioni realized the discrepancy between the
time and energy his clients put into running their organizations and the reactive way most people
run their personal lives. Having experienced the stress of a frantic family firsthand, he and his
wife began applying some of the tools he uses with Fortune 500 companies at home, and with
surprising results.In the book, you’ll learn to answer questions like:What makes my family
unique?What is my family’s biggest priority–its rallying cry–right now?How can my family use the
answers to these questions today, next week, and next year?An indispensable resource for busy
professionals with full family lives, The 3 Big Questions for a Frantic Family belongs on the
bookshelves of anyone who has ever struggled to balance leading people at work with leading a
family unit.

Memo to mom: "if my clients ran their companies the way we run this family, they'd be out of
business." So says the management-consultant dad in this slim but thought-provoking volume.
BlackBerrys are blurring the line between work and home. Why not apply business principles to
"the most important organization in your life"? It's hard to argue with the idea that family goals
should be carefully articulated. Likewise, a weekly family meeting can only help team spirit. But
please, let's draw the line at pink slips.From Publishers WeeklyLencioni (The Three Signs of a
Miserable Job) makes an eloquent case for applying business tools to manage scattered and
stressful home lives. He observes that even successful people who apply strategies and long-
term thinking at work neglect to implement plans and goals for their own families, noting that
family chaos is just part of life and so we accept levels of confusion and disorganization and
craziness at home that we would not tolerate at work. Lencioni invites readers into the lives of a
fictional family, describing how overwhelmed stay-at-home mom Theresa brings greater serenity
into her home by integrating business pointers into a three-step plan in which her family
identifies what makes them unique, their top priority or rallying cry (a big project that can be
worked on in two to six months) and a regular time to discuss their progress, preferably 10
minutes a week. Although Lencioni admits that his own family's experience using these tools has
been limited, his book is a worthwhile if brief attempt to grapple with a particularly thorny
problem facing overextended families. (Sept.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division
of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the
Inside FlapTHE 3 BIG QUESTIONS for a Frantic FamilyTheresa Cousins had never been so
mad at her husband. Ironically, the comment that sparked her anger wasn't really directed at her



specifically, and certainly wasn't meant as criticism. In fact, he said it without maliceor emotion."If
my clients ran their companies the way we run this family, they'd be out of business."In this
unique and groundbreaking book, business consultant and New York Times best-selling author
Patrick Lencioni turns his sights on the most important organization in our lives—the family. As a
husband and the father of four young boys, Lencioni realized the discrepancy between the time
and energy his clients put into running their organizations and the reactive way most people run
their personal lives. Having experienced the stress of a frantic family firsthand, he and his wife
began applying some of the tools he uses with Fortune 500 companies at home, and with
surprising results.Like Lencioni's other books, The Three Big Questions for a Frantic Family is
written as a fable, using realistic and humorous characters and plotlines that will keep readers
turning pages with anticipation while they're learning how to bring sanity to their lives. And they'll
be amazed how just a little bit of structure and a few minutes of follow-through each week can
make the difference between drudgery and fulfillment at home.--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.From the Back CoverPRAISE FORThe Three Big Questions for a Frantic Family"A
guidebook for frantic families who want to reduce stress, tension, and pressure, and make the
adventure of family life more exuberant."—FRANCES HESSELBEIN, chairman and founding
president of Leader to Leader Institute, formerly the Peter F. Drucker Foundation for Nonprofit
Management; former CEO, Girl Scouts of the U.S.A."This is terrific. Just like he does in his
business books, Lencioni combines great fiction with uncommon wisdom and practical advice.
He provides simple toolsthat will help any family reduce stress and increase vitality."—TIM
TASSOPOULOS, senior vice president, operations, Chick-fil-A, Inc."By interjecting concepts like
strategy and organizational values into families, Lencioni may just revolutionize the way we see
our roles as leaders at home. This should be a classic."—JIM LEVINE, author, Working Fathers:
New Strategies for Balancing Work and Family"Finally, a family book that doesn't bore me with
academic jargon or make me feel inadequate as a parent. I loved it and put it to use
immediately."—PATTY DEWITT, school teacher, wife, mother of three"Patrick's delightful story is
as engaging as it is powerful. He elevates the difficult role of managing a family to the place
where it belongs."—ELISA MORGAN, CEO, MOPS International; publisher, FullFill--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorPATRICK LENCIONI is a New York Times best-
selling business author of seven books including The Five Dysfunctions of a Team and The Truth
About Employee Engagement. He is also a husband and the father of four boys. As president
and founder of The Table Group, Pat has consulted to CEOs and leadership teams in
organizations ranging from Fortune 500 companies and start-ups to churches and non-profits. In
addition to his books, Pat has written or been featured in publications like Harvard Business
Review, The Wall Street Journal, Leader to Leader, and USA Today.To learn more about Patrick
Lencioni and his other products and services, please visit www.tablegroup.com.--This text refers
to the hardcover edition.ReviewMemo to mom: "if my clients ran their companies the way we run
this family, they'd be out of business." So says the management-consultant dad in this slim but
thought-provoking volume. BlackBerrys are blurring the line between work and home. Why not



apply business principles to "the most important organization in your life"? It's hard to argue with
the idea that family goals should be carefully articulated. Likewise, a weekly family meeting can
only help team spirit. But please, let's draw the line at pink slips. --This text refers to the digital
edition.From AudioFileA popular business author uses his gift for narrative and knowledge of
business teams to help families become better organized. He says that without a clear identity
and a six-month goal or rallying cry, most families function moment to moment--overloaded, out
of control, without a purpose. Lencioni's charming parable and additional case studies show how
a few simple practices can help families stay focused on the big goals and minimize activities
that merely clutter up their time. Dan Woren's talent for sounding accessible and respecting his
audience is evident from the first few sentences. His enthusiastic connection with the author's
suggestions and his appealing voice help make this one of the most engaging family audios on
the market. T.W. © AudioFile 2009, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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three big questions for a frantic family : a leadership fable—about restoring sanity tothe most
important organization in your life / Patrick Lencioni.p. cm.1. Family. 2. Family—Psychological
aspects. I. Title.HQ519.L46 2008646.7’8—dc222008021041For you, Laura, for who you are and
what you do for all of us. And for mom and dad, for always putting family first.INTRODUCTIONI
need to start this book with two quick confessions. First, I am not a family counselor or therapist,
and I don’t have a Ph.D. in psychology—or anything else for that matter. I’m a management
consultant and business author, and more important, a husband and a father of four.Second, I
struggle with many books on family life. It’s not that I don’t enjoy the subject or find them
interesting. It’s just that they so often leave me feeling inadequate and overwhelmed by
prescribing elaborate systems that can transform my family, as long as my wife and I have four
days to invest up front and three hours per week to do follow-up exercises. Which, unfortunately,
we don’t.So what prompted me to write this book?Well, in my work as a consultant, I have
frequently found myself in conversations with my clients about their families. I am happy to report
that almost all the executives I’ve met claim that family is more important to them than work. And
most of them seem to really mean it.However, every one of those executives—including the one
writing this book—would have to admit that they spend inordinately more time thinking about,
strategizing about, and meeting about how to run their companies than they do their families.
And yet they complain that life at home is far too reactive, frantic, and unfocused.Of course, this
makes no sense. Why would intelligent, family-oriented people overinvest in their work and fail to
manage the most important organizations in their lives? And why wouldn’t they apply any of the
tools they use at work to improve the way their families function? I can think of a few reasons.For
one, it might not occur to us that management tools from the workplace can apply at home. We
don’t think about our families as organizations, and ourselves as the executives of those
organizations. Additionally, I think many of us feel a little awkward, even embarrassed, at the
thought of having a “strategic meeting” to talk about family values or strategic priorities. Who
does that, anyway?But more important than all of this, I think we under-manage our families
because we take them for granted. Consider this:Even the least organized among us spends
time and energy planning and strategizing about our career, personal finances, and health.
Why? Because we all think we might be forced to forfeit those things if we aren’t purposeful and
thoughtful about them. If we aren’t proactive about managing our work and our career, we might



wind up without a job. If we aren’t strategic about our finances, we could watch our money
disappear. And if we aren’t purposeful about our exercise and diet, our health could fail us.But
when it comes to being purposeful, strategic, and proactive in our family life, we don’t really see
much risk of loss. Sure, we might have to deal with more stress and exhaustion than we’d like,
but it’s not going to threaten the existence of our families. And besides, every other family seems
just as frantic as ours. Family chaos is just part of life, and so we accept levels of confusion and
disorganization and craziness at home that we would not tolerate at work.Sadly, it’s not until
people actually have to face the possibility of losing their families (through divorce or substance
abuse or other serious behavioral problems) that they finally come to realize that a little planning
and strategy would have been worthwhile. But by then they’re spending hours and hours in
painful discussions or counseling sessions just trying to recover what they’re on the verge of
losing. Which reinforces the importance of the old saying, “an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.”Now don’t get me wrong. I’m not suggesting that families can ever prevent or
eliminate chaos and confusion completely from their lives. As long as there are sleepovers and
in-laws and book reports and Little League games and proms and college applications and
weddings to deal with, we will have unpredictability and craziness in our homes. And that’s a
good thing, because complete control—even if it were possible—would not be desirable. Life
should be an adventure.However, if we could achieve a little more sanity in the midst of that
adventure, and transform our stressful, reactive, frantic families into more peaceful, proactive,
and intentional ones, wouldn’t that be worth doing? I certainly think so.And that is the purpose of
this little book—to help you run your family with more clarity and context and purposefulness by
provoking you to answer three simple questions that can change your life. I hope you find my
ideas helpful and that your family benefits from them in many ways for years to come.The
FablePART ONEThe ProblemPROVOCATIONTheresa Cousins had never been so mad at her
husband, Jude.Ironically, the comment that sparked her anger wasn’t really directed at her
specifically and certainly wasn’t meant as criticism. In fact, he said it without malice or emotion.If
my clients ran their companies the way we run this family, they’d be out of business.That was
it.But as a full-time stay-at-home mom, Theresa couldn’t help but feel like the target of the
comment. Worse yet, she suspected that Jude might be right.THERESAThe only sister among
three brothers, Theresa Toscana considered herself a little tougher than most of her childhood
friends. Receiving a partial scholarship to play volleyball at the University of Notre Dame, she
chose mathematics as her major and made extra money by tutoring other athletes who were
struggling with their freshman year calculus requirement.One of those athletes was a tennis
player who had a roommate named Jude Cousins, a fellow Californian who wasn’t having much
trouble with math but did need occasional advice about women. Even after she finished her
tutoring assignment with his roommate, Theresa and Jude found excuses to be around each
other. The two became friends, though they never dated.After graduation, Theresa returned to
her family’s home in the San Francisco Bay Area, where she spent two and a half years in what
she referred to as “accounting prison,” bored to tears doing tax audits for companies that held no



interest for her. So she went back to school to become a junior high school math teacher,
something she would come to love.It was during her first year in graduate school that she also
reconnected with Jude.REUNIONHaving quickly abandoned his aspirations to be a journalist in
Chicago, Jude joined the herds of recent college grads moving west to work in high tech. After
finding a job with a growing software company, he quickly began climbing the corporate ladder,
or more accurately, being pushed up it by an industry on fire.Living with some college friends in
San Francisco, Jude spent many Saturday mornings at a local Irish pub watching Notre Dame
football games with fellow alumni. It was there that he saw Theresa, and after watching a
disappointing loss, he agreed to have dinner with her at her parents’ house that night.Within a
week, the old friends began dating, and five years later, to the relief of Theresa’s mother, they
were finally married.For the next few years, Jude and Theresa worked hard at their jobs and
enjoyed life in the City, eating out with friends and going to movies whenever they wanted. As
much fun as that sounded, quietly they were struggling to start a family. Finally, after two and a
half years of trying, Theresa became pregnant—with twins.CONTINUOUS CHANGEAlmost to
the day that they received the doubly overwhelming news from their doctor, Jude decided to
leave his high-tech job and start his own consulting firm, working out of the spare bedroom in the
couple’s new little suburban home fifteen miles east of the City.By the time the twins, Emily and
Hailey, had their first birthday, Theresa had abandoned any plans for an imminent return to
teaching, deciding that two infants would be more than enough work for a while.And when she
had Sophia a few years later, Theresa accepted that her teaching career would have to wait
even longer, and that her role as a mother would be more than a full-time job. Besides, Jude’s
practice had grown much faster than they could have imagined, which meant he would be home
to help less than she might have liked and that they would easily be able to afford their modest
lifestyle on only one income.When Sophia was ready to start preschool, Theresa thought life
would slow down and allow her to breathe, and maybe even dive back into teaching part-time.
Then along came Michael, born on Theresa’s thirty-eighth birthday.Just like that, Theresa
Cousins found herself resuming a daily regimen that would fill her days and nights for the
foreseeable future, with no achievable end in sight. It was more than she had expected, and
would take its toll on her over the course of the next couple of years.THE SCHEDULEAs the
school year started and Theresa pondered the approach of her fortieth birthday less than four
months away (on Christmas Eve), the Cousins family was in various states of full bloom. The
twins were almost ten and were just beginning fourth grade, Sophia, nearly six, was entering
kindergarten, and Michael, at one and a half, was still two years from preschool. The daily
schedule at the Cousins household said it all.Mondays were relatively easy, with swim practice
and piano for the twins after school. Tuesdays were soccer practice for all the girls, which
involved Jude coaching Hailey and Emily’s squad, and Theresa helping out with Sophia’s
amoeba ball team. Wednesdays were the busiest days, with more swimming and a Girl Scout
meeting for the twins, as well as Theresa’s Bible study. Thursdays were Theresa’s day to
volunteer in the classroom, and another full soccer day, followed by a Friday that always seemed



to involve a sleepover or a birthday party of some kind.Saturdays were a logistics nightmare
involving swim meets and soccer games and household chores, and an occasional recital, all
with Michael in tow. Sundays were the calmest day of the week, reserved for church, and at least
one soccer game or practice. And more often than not, Jude and Theresa had another family
over for dinner or a barbecue, filling their house with no less than six kids, which was noisy but
wonderful.Add to that the daily homework, laundry, house cleaning, diapers, groceries, school
board meetings, grandparents’ visits, business trips, and the random illnesses or emotional
crises that befall any houseful of four children, and the Cousins family was hanging on for dear
life, with Theresa doing most of the hanging.FEEBLE ATTEMPTSMore and more frequently,
Theresa and Jude found themselves engaged in a ritualistic conversation about the need to find
sanity in their schedule. Somehow the discussion usually took place in the bathroom while Jude
was shaving or brushing his teeth, and would be prompted by Theresa coming in to remind her
husband about an unexpected or forgotten item on the schedule that day.“Don’t forget about the
parent-teacher meeting tonight,” or “The twins’ scrimmage in Walnut Creek starts at six-
thirty.”Jude would stop what he was doing, take a deep breath, and announce, “We have to cut
back our activities.”“I would love to,” Theresa would respond sincerely though somewhat
hopelessly. “What can we stop doing?”And then the husband and wife would proceed to review
the various activities on their calendar, justifying each one as being important enough to keep
doing, or lamenting a commitment that they had already made from which they couldn’t
escape.“Classroom volunteering keeps me involved at school, which I think is important,”
Theresa would explain.Jude would nod his head and ask, “Can’t we take the twins out of piano?
What were we thinking when we signed them up for that?”“Well, we’ve always said that the girls
need some sort of music, and they really like it. At least Hailey does, and she won’t do it if Emily
doesn’t.”Jude would gently correct her. “Actually, I think it was you who always said that they
need music lessons.”She would pause, and change the subject. “Maybe we should stop
swimming.”Jude would consider it, for a moment. “But isn’t every one of the girls’ friends in
swimming? That’s half their social life right there. And ours, for that matter.”Theresa would agree
and then add, “And I definitely don’t want to stop doing Bible study.”“Absolutely not,” Jude would
affirm. “In fact, I should start going too. I need to figure out how to free up my time on Wednesday
mornings.”Theresa would sigh, “I don’t know what else we can change. Sometimes I just want to
move to the country and live like the Waltons.”Jude would bow his head in a defeated sign of
agreement, and then come to life as though he had a sudden brainstorm.“Here’s an idea.” He’d
pause, for effect. “Let’s stop changing Michael’s diapers! That will save us at least an hour a day.
Sure, it will be messy, but I think it’ll be worth it.”Theresa would laugh, and then Jude would look
at the little clock in the bathroom. “Ooh, I’m going to be late.”He’d kiss his wife and hustle out the
door with a “See you at soccer!” or “I’ll pick up Sophia from swimming!” or “Remember, I’m out of
town tomorrow night so I can’t go to the recital!”And yet another day of chaos would begin.Some
days Theresa would find herself longing for what her father-in-law annoyingly called a “real job.”
But she knew that this would be her full-time vocation for much of the next decade, and she had



decided long ago to take it more seriously than any paid position she’d ever had.Which is
probably why the comment her husband was about to make set her hair on
fire.SENSITIVITYThey had just put the last of the kids to bed and were cleaning the kitchen.
Theresa mentioned a missed dentist appointment and the fee they’d have to pay as a result. And
that prompted Jude’s infamous remark.“If my clients ran their companies the way we run this
family, they’d go out of business.”Knowing his wife’s passionate nature and her family’s Italian
heritage, Jude wouldn’t normally have been surprised by a slightly fiery response to an
offhanded comment. But the magnitude of Theresa’s reaction, especially given the absence of
any malice on his part, caught him off guard.After only a brief moment of icy silence, Theresa
pounced. “And what is that supposed to mean?”“Nothing. It’s just that—”She interrupted. “So you
think you could do a better job at this, I guess?”Jude was stunned by the unusually harsh tone in
his wife’s voice. “I didn’t say that.”“But you’d fire me if I were the CEO of one of your
companies?”Jude smiled, a little nervously, and made a weak attempt at a joke. “Well, first of all,
they’re not my companies. They’re my clients, so I can’t fire anyone even if—”“You know what I
mean,” she interrupted.Jude remained calm. “Second, I wasn’t saying that you’re doing a bad
job. I’m just saying that everything is always so—”He hesitated, searching for the right word.
“Crazy.”“And you think that’s my fault?”Jude shook his head, took a deep breath, and did his best
to calm the situation. “Now, wait a second, Theresa.”It didn’t work.“No, you wait a second. I bust
my butt day after day after day, and you have the gall to compare me to one of your clients?” She
didn’t wait for a response. “Let me tell you something, Jude. I don’t have an administrative
assistant or a private jet or an expense account or a limo driver. It’s just me and four kids and a
husband, all of whom think that everything just gets taken care of magically. Well it doesn’t. It’s
hard work and it never stops.”Jude hesitated, not wanting to further exacerbate the situation.
Desperate for relief, he tried humor again. In a playfully sarcastic tone, he corrected his wife. “By
the way, none of my clients have private jets.”At first Theresa looked like she was going to blow
again. Until Jude smiled sheepishly and forced her to do the same. For just a moment.Calming
down now, but still upset, Theresa explained. “You know what I mean, Jude. I have never worked
harder at anything in my life, and it’s not working. You don’t think that’s hard to hear?”Now she
was on the verge of tears, so Jude chose his words carefully.“What do you mean, it’s not
working? I didn’t mean to put this all on you. I didn’t say ‘if my clients ran their companies the
way you ran this family’; I said we.”Theresa shook her head. “Come on. I know we’re partners
here, but most of the stuff you’re talking about, the chaos, the stress, has to do with my part of
the job. Your part of it is all tidy and neat. You make enough money for us, you come to the big
events, you tuck the girls in at night. You’re their knight in shining armor . . . and I’m the warden of
the jail.”“That’s not fair, Theresa. You’re more than a warden.” He paused. “You’re also the cook,
the janitor, the bus driver, the—”Now Theresa hit her husband playfully in the arm, but with some
force.After more than a decade of marriage, Jude knew when to offer an apology, even if he
hadn’t meant to do anything wrong. “I’m sorry, Theresa. I should have thought about what I was
saying.”He hesitated for a moment, unsure about whether he should say what he was thinking. “I



know life is crazy for you. And I have to tell you, it is for me too. I come home every night, and
between work and soccer and homework and everything else my head never seems to stop
spinning.” He hesitated again before asking the next question. “But is it really that bad for
you?”Theresa sighed. “It’s not that it’s bad. It’s just overwhelming. And I don’t want to complain,
because I realize how blessed I am. It’s just hard right now. I’ll be fine.”Jude wasn’t quite
convinced. “Are you unhappy, though?”Theresa shook her head and took a breath. “How can I
be unhappy? I actually enjoy most of what I’m doing. I’m just frustrated.”Now Jude was relieved,
but a little confused.Theresa continued without pausing. “I mean, I love picking the girls up from
school and talking to them in the minivan on the way home and making Michael laugh when I
change his diaper and coaching Sophia in soccer and I wouldn’t even mind the laundry and
cleaning if I had time to do it the way I’d like to, but throw it all together and mix in the distractions
and the tattling and the surprise visits from relatives and the school politics and everything else
and it gets so hurried and overwhelming that I can’t pause long enough to enjoy the
moment.”She finally stopped for a breath, exhausted and emotional just thinking about her life.
“And that is the real shame. I’m not enjoying doing things I’ve always wanted to do.”Jude put his
arms around his wife and didn’t say anything for a long ten seconds. Finally he offered, “You
know, I bet every other family we know is in the same situation. It’s just part of having a handful of
active kids and living in this kind of environment.”Though her anger at Jude had all but
dissipated, Theresa wasn’t ready to let herself off the hook.She pulled back a little so she could
look her husband in the eye. “I don’t think everyone has this problem, Jude. Do you think that the
Marshes do? Or the Horans? There is no way that Kelly Horan feels like I do.”Jude smiled. “I bet
you’d be surprised.”At that moment Theresa decided she was going to find out for
herself.RESEARCHTheresa couldn’t believe she was doing it. For the first time ever, she felt like
her crazy Aunt Stella. Theresa was calling Kelly Horan to find out if her life was as out of control
as her own.Though they were acquaintances of the Cousins family, the Horans were certainly
not close friends. Theresa had used Kelly as an example in her discussion with Jude because
she had a reputation for being one of those perfect moms. That reputation made her the object
of good-natured envy and humor among some of the mothers at school, all of whom knew Kelly
to be consistently gracious, if not a little shy. The Horans had an immaculate house and yard.
Kelly’s hair and clothes were never out of style or unkempt. Worse yet, her three kids, from the
toddler to the teenager, always seemed to be well-behaved at school and at church.Theresa
would normally have felt more than a little awkward about asking another mom her secrets—
especially one she didn’t know well—because she wouldn’t want to come across as nosy or
desperate. But she was, in fact, desperate for help.The call would be shorter than she could
have imagined.KIMONO OPENINGAs soon as Theresa explained why she was calling, Kelly cut
her off in her barely perceptible Mississippi accent.“Theresa, I would be glad to help you. But I’m
afraid that you’re going to have to come over if I’m going to be of any real use to you.”As strange
as that sounded, Theresa wasn’t in any position to turn down the offer, not after putting herself
out there as she had. And so, eleven minutes later, she was parking her minivan in front of the



Horan house, which, of course, was immaculate.Kelly greeted Theresa more warmly than she
had ever done at school or church, and seemed genuinely glad to have her in her home. It was
as neat and clean as it was stylishly decorated.How can this be? Theresa wondered as she
surveyed the tidy kitchen and family room. She has three boys!“So, you want to talk to me about
how I run my home life?” Kelly seemed confused. “Is that right?”Theresa nodded, a little
embarrassed now. “Well, yes. I mean, I’m just wondering if there’s anything you do that helps
you, I don’t know—”Before she could finish, Kelly interrupted sweetly. “Why in heaven’s name did
you decide to call me?”Theresa paused to choose her words carefully. “Well, you are one of the
calmest, most put-together people I know.”Kelly digested the comment dispassionately. “Who
else have you talked to about this?”“About coming here?”Kelly smiled. “No, who else have you
asked advice from?”Theresa shook her head. “No one.”Now Kelly seemed genuinely shocked.
“So you’re telling me that I am the first person you decided to talk to about how to improve the
way you run your home and family?” She sounded delightedly incredulous.Theresa nodded,
prompting Kelly Horan to grab her by the hand. “Come with me, friend.”Before she knew what
was happening, Kelly was leading Theresa up a staircase and into a hallway with four closed
doors.Bringing her toward the door at the end of the narrow room, Kelly took a breath and
smiled. “If you tell anyone about this, I will have to kill you.”And with that she flung open her
bedroom door.After Theresa overcame a mild sense of shock, she took in the entire scene.The
bed was unmade, a tornado of sheets and pillows. Small stacks of paper and what appeared to
be envelopes surrounded a wicker trashcan in the middle of the room. At least four piles of dirty
or perhaps clean and wrinkled laundry covered the ground at the foot of the bed. Folded stacks
of shirts, underwear, and socks covered a desk on the far wall.The place was the definition of a
mess.Looking toward the bathroom, Theresa saw an unidentifiable structure that was covered
with towels and sheets.“That’s my treadmill,” Kelly explained. “I use it to dry towels when the
dryer breaks. And you don’t even want to go into the bathroom.”Theresa could not believe the
words that came out of her mouth next. “Oh, yes I do.”Kelly laughed out loud. “Okay. But enter at
your own risk.”Theresa made her way through the maze of clothes and debris in the bedroom,
and arrived at the entrance to the bathroom. What she saw was impressive.The counter next to
the sink was covered with open mascara bottles and cotton swabs. At least half the drawers
were open, revealing a random collection of toothpaste tubes, hair brushes, and a can of
shaving cream. Magazines were scattered around the toilet.
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lindsay, “Useful lens for "running" your family. I read this book several years ago and still use its
insights. What I like about this book is that it recognizes family as an organizational unit, and as
such, can benefit from what we know makes organizations function well. Just like when leading
a company, or an army, or a government, when leading a family, good old-fashioned prioritization
is your friend.The way to identify your prioritization (thereby restoring your family’s sanity) is to
use these three questions:1. What makes your family unique?2. What is your family's top priority
- rallying cry - right now?3. How will you use the answers? And how will you keep the answers
alive?It is a lens for decision-making. If you’re clear on your answer to these three questions,
then decision-making from the small (should we sign our child up for a second soccer team?) to
large (should we relocate?) becomes clear.The book reads like a story - it doesn't feel like the
infinitely practical book that it is.”

Amanda A Ignot, “Such an Insightful and Easy Read. I have been looking for new ways to be in a
better space with my family because the lack of structure leaves a constant state of chaos that
leads to overwhelm and frustration. Even as a SAHM that homeschools our 4 children my lack of
routine and structure throughout the day often means I spend the majority of my day arguing and
yes even yelling at my kids. I have not yet implemented the things taught in this book as I am still
working my way through it but wow I have been shook to think that as a family we are an
organization yet we don't treat it as such. We give our best to things outside of our home when
we should be giving are best starting at home!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book will change your life if you let it. We're not even done reading yet
and it's already helping. It changed the way we think and talk about decisions in our family. It's
also just a great read, we read 2/3 of it in the first weekend because it's so engaging.”

Orange Crush, “Have wanted to follow this approach for a while - this book helped us get
started. My wife and I had discussed taking a similar approach previously but have never done
it. It just makes sense to me and the book articulates the idea of focusing on higher goals and
aligning your actions below that to it. Things that don't fit, well they don't fit. This book has us
moving forward with a plan and I think it will help us make better decisions on some big and
small picture items because the basis of what we want to do as a family is clearly defined. I'll
post updates in a few months but for now, I enjoyed the book.”

Jerilynn Bapst, “Husband even loved it! For everyone who has ever been overwhelmed by the
almighty schedule. Everyone should read this book! My husband doesn't like to read, but he will
begrudgingly read books about bettering our life and marriage. He said that this is by far the best
book I have ever asked him to read with me.It really helped us lay a foundation of how we would
make decisions for our family. It lays out a great framework for how to prioritize everything in your



life.I heard about it on the Dave Ramsey show, and I am so very glad I bought it.”

J. Klaus, “Change Your (family) Life. Reactive? Scattered? Frantic? Chaotic? Stressed?When I
read Verne Harnish's recommendation of this book, I knew I had to read it. Verne's book
"Mastering the Rockefeller Habits" on how to tame the chaos of a fast growing company has
helped our business immensely. I even applied what I learned about running our company to my
family--with good results. I don't know if Verne had that objective in mind, but it just made sense
that if we clarified our values, purpose, and goals as a family, we should all be able to move in
the same direction, just like we strive to do every day at work.The 3 Big Questions for a Frantic
Family specifically takes business health principles and applies them to the family. Very few
families think of themselves as an organization that should strategically and systematically
pursue improvement. But they should! We have 5 kids, ages 2 to 16, with a lot of activities in
and out of the home. Do we have chaos? Absolutely. Can we tame the madness and live in
peace and alignment in purpose? Patrick Lencioni says "yes," and the plan is far more simple
than you might think.Simple? Really? Can a business consultant and writer really make these
concepts accessible to an average dad or mom who doesn't define and implement strategy at
work? Yes. How? First, by telling how it's done in fable form from the perspective of a stay at
home mom. And second, Theresa not only learns how to tame the chaos and bring sanity back,
but she teaches the method to her friends, which gives us several examples of what it looks like
in different families with various problems.Theresa and her husband Jude answer the 3 big
questions:1. What makes your family unique?2. What is your family's top priority?3. How do you
talk about and use the answers to these questions?Theresa and Jude learn how to answer
these questions and then apply the answers to their lives. Sanity and quality return to their
family. They learn that "running a family, though difficult, should not be complicated. Like most
things in life--marriage, parenting, leadership, physical fitness, financial stability--it comes down
to mastering a handful of simple concepts, which requires more persistence and dedication than
it does intelligence."Now it's time for us to answer the 3 big questions, apply the answers in the
context of our situation, and to achieve the clarity that will help us live our family life to the fullest.”

Stefanie, “Helpful. We've been able to articulate what we value as a family, give ourselves a goal
to focus on for the next few months and a tool to help us for life.”

Ian M., “Very sensible and useful in helping to prioritse for time poor parents. An easy and quick
read that gives a framework for good discussions with partners and then with kids that I think
can really give focus to sorting out priorities and what really matters in family life.”

C. Kidd, “The Three Big Questions for a Frantic Family. A couple of weeks ago I finished reading
The Three Big Questions for a Frantic Family: A Leadership Fable About Restoring Sanity to the
Most Important Organization in Your Life by Patrick Lencioni. I've enjoyed some of his other



fable styled leadership books, and this was no different. The key concept from the book was
that as leaders we spend time being clear on purpose, values and vision for our organisation
and yet we rarely stop to think what we're doing with our family.The book encourages you to ask
3 questions: 1. What makes your family unique 2. What is your family's top priority right now? 3.
How do you talk about and use the answers to these questions?Rather than posting a review
straightaway over an enjoyable and easy to read book I left it a couple of weeks to see how easy
it was for Hannah and I to implement. In the end we took two sessions to write out the answers
to the above questions, and some of the micro questions. Lencioni's writing was helpful and
highly adaptable for our family context and we're hoping to see real progress with our top
priority.  I'll write again on this in a few weeks time to let you know how it's going.”

Amy P, “Great motivator. This book has been a great starting point for helping us get projects and
other things done around the house. We have made it through our first rallying cry meeting all of
our goals. We will be passing on the book to family for them to try this as well. I also find that we
are on the same page more often about things around the house.”

Tombert Chen, “Easy to read, packs a punch. Read it quickly, and it has points to cover and with
some work I believe this will make a difference for my family's sanity. It's up to us now. 8)”

The book by Patrick M. Lencioni has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 279 people have provided feedback.
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